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Abstract
Explore the vibrant art and culture of Melbourne with our comprehensive guide. From iconic
galleries to street art, discover the city's rich artistic heritage. Experience Melbourne's diverse
cultural scene through festivals, performances, and local markets. Delve into the history of
Aboriginal art and immerse yourself in the stories of the Kulin Nation. Learn about Melbourne's
architecture, from historic landmarks to modern marvels. Whether you're a seasoned art
enthusiast or a curious traveler, this guide will help you uncover the best of Melbourne's art and
culture scene, making your visit to this dynamic city truly unforgettable.

1. Introduction
Melbourne, known for its vibrant art and culture scene, is a city brimming with creativity and
expression. From its renowned galleries to its lively street art, Melbourne offers a rich tapestry of
artistic experiences waiting to be explored. This guide is your key to unlocking the art and
culture of Melbourne, showcasing the city's diverse cultural landscape and highlighting its most
iconic attractions. Whether you're a seasoned art enthusiast or simply curious to learn more, this
guide will take you on a journey through Melbourne's art and culture, offering insights into its
history, architecture, and the vibrant arts community that calls this city home. Join us as we
uncover the essence of Melbourne's artistic soul.

2. Why Discover Melbourne Culture?
Melbourne's culture is a vibrant tapestry woven with diverse influences, offering a unique and
enriching experience to those who delve into its depths. Exploring Melbourne's culture is like
embarking on a journey of discovery, where every corner reveals something new and
fascinating. From its world-class art galleries and museums to its eclectic neighborhoods and
thriving culinary scene, Melbourne offers a wealth of cultural experiences waiting to be explored.

By delving into Melbourne's culture, you'll gain a deeper appreciation for the city's history,
architecture, and the creative spirit that permeates its streets. You'll uncover hidden gems, meet
inspiring artists and artisans, and immerse yourself in a world of creativity and expression.
Whether you're a local looking to rediscover your city or a visitor eager to explore new horizons,
Melbourne's culture promises to captivate and inspire.

3. Introduction to Melbourne's Art and Culture Scene
As the cultural hub of the country, Melbourne’s calendar is filled with a wide array of
performances, exhibits and festivals. Never shy of displaying its alternative scene, Melbourne
offers an event for every manner of taste and sensibility. Summer is no exception.
Anyone travelling to Melbourne in the near future should plan ahead as the smorgasbord of arts
and entertainment will leave you with a packed schedule.



For the more classically inclined, current exhibitions include the National Gallery of Victoria’s
‘British Watercolours 1760-1900: The Age of Splendour’ which showcases some of the most
renowned British artists of the 18thcentury, including Turner, Gurtin and William Blake. The
National Gallery is also hosting a compelling look at the chaos and tumult of early 20thcentury
Germany in ‘The Mad Square: Modernity in German Art 1910-37’.

This exhibit captures the radical avant-garde movements such as Expressionism, Dadaism and
Bauhaus, that emerged out of the political and cultural turmoil that characterised the period.
But Melbourne’s art scene runs deeper than major exhibits. Smaller art events currently on
display include Hannah Pang’s ‘Double Happiness’ at the RMIT Gallery. This display examines
textiles in the context of mid-20thcentury Chinese weddings. ‘Human Kind’ at the No Vacancy
QV Gallery exhibits photos by Pasquale Stanzione of the human fallout from natural disaster.
These four exhibitions give just a hint of the variety of the visual art scene in Melbourne for early
2012.

For those seeking live entertainment, Melbourne has an internationally recognised comedy
scene. In fact, the International Comedy Festival begins on the 28thof March and is an absolute
must-see for anyone that enjoys a chortle.
However, Melbourne’s comedy scene is not limited to one-off events; regular gigs such as
Comedy@Spleen every Monday at Spleen Bar on Bourke St features a veritable who’s who of
local giggle merchants. Softbelly Comedy covers both Thursday and Sunday night with an array
of local and national acts with regular appearances on Sundays by T.V. host and comedic icon
Adam Hills.

Theatre and dance are also well represented this summer in Melbourne’s cultural almanac. The
National Ballet of China is performing ‘The Peony Pavilion’ from the 15th of March at the State
Theatre. Depicting a tale of love and death, this piece dates back to the Ming Dynasty and is
directed by Li Liuyi of the Beijing People’s Art Theatre. Or if you’re in the mood for something



more contemporary why not try outdoor theatre? ‘A Bird, A Tree, The Moon’ is an outdoor
theatrical experience playing in February on the corner of Collins and Swanston St.
This contemporary urban fairy tale explores themes of loss, healing and redemption under the
picturesque and metaphorically suited Elm tree that occupies this corner.

Before you snap your day planner shut, remember that this is merely the tip of the iceberg.
Melbourne’s art and culture abound in the city and will captivate and absorb even the most
insatiable culture vulture.

4. Exploring Melbourne's Art Scene
Known as one of the world’s great art hubs, Melbourne exhibits its creativity through an
affluence of urban art and an exciting art precinct that’s home to both major and boutique
galleries, specialising in a diversity of artworks from authentic Aboriginal paintings to cutting
edge installations. With so much to discover, the Melbourne art scene is one side to this vibrant
city that’s certainly worth incorporating into your stay.
Set out on a discovery of Melbourne’s urban art by wandering through the laneways and
arcades of the city’s CBD and the area of Fitzroy and Collingwood. Within these streets,
commissioned murals bring designated buildings throughout the neighbourhoods to life.
Through these street art projects, Melbourne’s resident artists are encouraged to express their
creativity, resulting in an open-air gallery for everyone who passes through.

But it’s not just the street art that’s worth shouting about. Melbourne is also home to some of the
country’s most respected art galleries. As the oldest art gallery in all of Australia, founded back
in 1861, the National Gallery of Victoria (NGV) is where many people begin their exploration of
Melbourne’s art scene. Both Australian and International artworks are on display in a
68,000-strong collection, spanning ancient and modern pieces in a wide range of styles and
mediums. Wander from displays of indigenous art to Australian decorative arts and sculpture.
The gallery is split into the two locations NGV International and NGV Australia, on opposite
sides of the Yarra River in Melbourne’s arts precinct, Southbank.



Another major art museum here is the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art – known as
ACCA – which is considered the leading contemporary art gallery in Melbourne. What
makes the ACCA stand out most though, is that it’s the only major gallery in Australia to
focus on commissioning the artwork it exhibits, rather than building up a collection, ensuring
the works are fresh, new and exciting. Also situated in the arts precinct, a number of
boutique galleries are in the same vicinity, making the ACCA the ideal place to begin your
exploration of the Melbourne art scene.

A number of small contemporary galleries are dotted throughout the suburb, making it
possible to wander the precinct’s streets, while dropping into the independent galleries you
pass by. The small contemporary gallery, Port Art on Bay Street showcases artworks by
Australian artists in a space that also incorporates an art studio with art classes and painting
workshops.

For Aboriginal art, seek out the riverside redrock gallery to see a collection of work that’s
widely considered one of the best of its kind across Australia. See captivating
interpretations of the Aboriginal Dreamtime stories and find out the meaning behind them.
Mailbox Art Space is among Melbourne’s most original arts initiatives, supporting artistic



experimentation and the exhibition of new work. Mailbox invites artists to create work within
a site that utilises a strip of restored mailboxes and the foyer they’re in.

With this abundance of commissioned street art, exciting contemporary arts initiatives and
such a diversity of artworks on display in the major galleries, Melbourne’s ever-evolving art
scene will excite the most discerning of cultural travelers.

5. Exploring Melbourne's Museums and Galleries
Forgotten everything you learned during those school excursions? These Melbourne museums
will help you uncover stories about the people who made this city what it is today: a bustling hub
of culture, coffee and sporting greats.

1. Melbourne Museum
A glorious, sprawling space filled with themed displays, interactive areas, IMAX cinemas,
postmodern art and gardens, Melbourne Museum rewards first-time visitors and repeat patrons
equally.
Best for: spending a whole day learning about the wonders of the world (including heaps of
life-size dinosaur skeletons!), plus checking out exclusive new exhibitions.

2. Bunjilaka Aboriginal Cultural Centre

A venue within Melbourne Museum, Bunjilaka was developed to empower Aboriginal people to
interpret their own cultural heritage for both Indigenous and non-Indigenous people. Here you
can celebrate the vibrant cultures of Indigenous Australia with exhibitions about traditional
performances, storytelling rituals and artworks.
Best for: learning about First Nations history and hearing individual's stories. Good for locals or
tourists.

3. Scienceworks
This interactive science and technology museum is geared towards getting children excited
about science through first-hand experiences. There are guided tours, changing exhibitions,
demonstrations and special activities daily. The Planetarium, with its huge domed ceiling
replicating the night sky, is always a huge hit. Scienceworks also supports visitors with sensory
challenges, and social scripts and maps showing high and low sensory spaces in the museum
are available on its website.
Best for: a family-friendly, fun-filled day out.

4. National Sports Museum
Bradman's baggy green cap. Bart Cummings' collection of Melbourne Cups. Cathy Freeman's
swift suit from her gold-medal-winning run in Sydney 2000. These items are more than mere



sporting memorabilia, they are touchstones in the forging of national identity – and you can see
them up close when visiting the National Sports Museum.
Best for: AFL and cricket fans! You can always do a tour of the hallowed MCG while you're
there.

5. Chinese Museum
Located in the middle of Melbourne's Chinatown, the Chinese Museum's five floors include a
visitor centre, a Dragon Gallery displaying three generations of Chinese dragons and the
‘Finding Gold’ below-ground experience.
Best for: learning about a significant part of Melbourne's multicultural community – plus, there's
so much delicious Asian food nearby after your visit.

6. Immigration Museum

Using first-hand accounts, real-life imagery and memorabilia, the true stories of people who
have migrated to Victoria are recounted in this fascinating Melbourne museum. It's housed
inside a magnificently restored building that, between 1858-70, acted as Melbourne's own
Customs House, gateway to the fledgling colony.
Best for: immersive, moving storytelling and inspiring exhibitions.

7. Jewish Museum of Australia
Using interactive displays, prized artefacts and a rich program of educational events, this
museum tells the moving and inspirational tales of Melbourne and Australia's Jewish community
from the earliest days of European settlement. A special chapter of the Museum dedicated to
Holocaust history has survivors sharing their stories, while elsewhere you'll find respected
contemporary art exhibitions and displays and celebrations of Judaism's rich calendar of
festivals and holy days.



Best for: a diverse array of exhibitions, with the largest display of Jewish-Australian artefacts in
the world, plus activities for kids.

8. Hellenic Museum
Although the Hellenic Museum is relatively young, Melbourne’s Greek heritage goes way back.
And the artefacts on display at the beautiful Hellenic Museum go seriously waaaaay back. We’re
talking Corinthian Gobulars as old as 600 BC. These incredible portals into another time can’t
be seen anywhere else in Melbourne – not in permanent exhibitions anyway. Learn about the
first Greek-Australians, some of whom arrived as convicts, early settlers and gold diggers, and
others who arrived during the Australian Government’s migration scheme in the '50s and '60s.
Best for: it's the only museum in the country dedicated to showcasing Greek art, history and
culture.

9. Old Melbourne Gaol
This historical building stands as a monument to the cruelty of capital punishment. The Crime &
Justice Experience is the jail's permanent exhibit. Explore the gaol, experience a modern-day
arrest procedure at the City Watch House, and stand in the dock of the Old Magistrate's Court.
Best for: there's a variety of tours, including some spooky evening ones.

10. Melbourne Holocaust Museum
The Elsternwick museum, formerly known as the Jewish Holocaust Centre, was founded by
survivors in 1984 and serves as Australia's largest institution dedicated to Holocaust education,
research and remembrance. It's a two-part museum, with one section for a younger audience
and one designed as a special memorial space.
Best for: paying respect to Jewish survivors of war and hearing their stories.

6. The Influence of Indigenous Art in Melbourne
Indigenous art exists as part of a continuum where old meets new, where materialities clash,
and perspectives collide. Since long before the invention of the written word, First Nations
people have passed down important cultural knowledge through a combination of art, song,
dance and story. The works here offer a series of visual dialogues, in order to explore how
parallel innovations and continuities can continue to inspire new ways of thinking about art.

The extraordinary longevity and accuracy of First Nations oral and artistic traditions can be
credited to the ways in which transgenerational communication has been managed. Stories are
often rooted in visual iconographies that are simultaneously passed both up and down the
family tree, ensuring they remain consistent even with countless retellings taking place over
millennia. In the words of Yamatji scholar Dr Stephen Gilchrist, ‘the past is not inaccessible to
Indigenous people’, but forms part of a cyclical order that relies on encounters between
ancestral and present worlds.



Each of the artists presented has produced works that both build on, and challenge tradition.
These visual juxtapositions reveal overlapping themes and shared tendencies as much as they
do differences, encouraging audiences to consider the relationship between works in the
Collection, both past and present. Familiar masterpieces sit alongside inquisitive works and
exciting new acquisitions, positioning the NGV Collection as one of immense possibilities.

7. Melbourne's Street Art and Graffiti Culture
Melbourne is renowned for its street art. Get the lowdown on where to find it and what to look for, or
map out your next visit with our street art walking guide.

Flash Forward
Flash Forward is the epic creative program taking over 40 city laneways with music, murals and
more from the best local talent. Roam the city to find stunning new street art pieces popping up.
Check out our guide to the completed works so far.

Mornane Place
Transport yourself to Europe in a little laneway behind Grossi. This immersive vista of Venice
comes from artist Micah Nagle. Other beautiful hidden pieces by this artist include murals of
sword-bearing kittens and David Bowie.



Micah Nagle's artwork in Mornane Place
Outdoor Living
This dreamy neon scene emerged like a bright, blooming gift for city dwellers during lockdown.
Installed on the Hanover House building, the painted mural-slash-LED piece was inspired artist
Atong Atem's vintage European wallpaper collection. Outdoor Living is part of the new Beulah
project in Southbank.

Outdoor Living, Atong Atem

Hosier Lane
Melbourne’s most iconic cobbled laneway has been beloved by photographers for decades.
This is a shifting canvas, though, with graffiti disappearing and appearing overnight. Perhaps the
most memorable is the large-scale spray-paint mural by artist Adnate. To see his 23-metre-high
realist mural, look up.



Hosier Lane
Presgrave Place
Hidden off Howey Place you'll find a miniature outdoor art gallery that's equal parts kitsch and
grunge. The street art here leans toward the three-dimensional. Find dozens of mismatched
frames filled with tiny sculptures and drawings bursting off the walls.

Presgrave Place

Meyers Place
Meyers Place was home to the eponymous bar that launched Melbourne's laneway revolution.
Now one of four thoroughfares transformed by our Green Your Laneway program. Here, you'll



find a Mike Makatron mural. Admire his beautiful urban jungle, then enjoy cocktails and NYC
slices from Pizza Pizza Pizza.

Meyers Place

AC/DC Lane
Named after the legendary Oz rock band, AC/DC Lane is a nexus for music and street art.
Marvel at sticker-bombed windows. Check out murals of AC/DC’s Malcolm Young, and Mike
Makatron’s 3D sculpture of Bon Scott bursting through the wall. While you're here, you can stop
by one of Melbourne's newest venues, Bar Bambi.

AC/DC Lane
Duckboard Place
Big murals cover this lane’s walls. None are bigger than Steen Jones’ towering tribute to
Melbourne. This bold design of roses and a butterfly looks like the wall has got itself a tattoo in
honour of the city. On a much smaller scale, there’s also one of the last Banksy rats, which used
to lurk all over the CBD.



Duckboard Place, featuring art by Steen Jones.

Upper West Side Street Art Precinct
Melbourne’s first official street art precinct was launched in December 2017, curated by the
Juddy Roller collective. They worked with six huge names from Melbourne’s street art scene.
The venue is an old power station, the perfect easel for these large-scale graphic murals.
There's Dvate’s orange-bellied parrots. Rone’s massive, photorealist muses. There are also a
couple of Smug standouts. Look for the enormous portrait of his grandparents.

SMUG mural in the Upper West Side Arts Precinct



Blender Lane
Blender Lane is another artists’ darling. No wonder, it was the first home of urban art incubator,
Blender Studios. The unsigned cul-de-sac is a whirl of tags, stencils, graffiti art and paste-ups.
No space has been left untouched. You’ll find it off Franklin Street, up near Queen Victoria
Market. These artists also run tours and workshops.

Blender Lane

West Side Place Artcade
West Side Place Artcade is an immersive public art gallery. Dubbed Australia’s first ever
‘artcade’, you'll find works by Reko Rennie, Rone, Adnate and more. Marvel at the endless
installations while you can - the spaces in West Side Place are destined for future shops, cafés
and restaurants.

Artcade



Caledonian Lane
Tiny Caledonian Lane runs between Lonsdale and Little Bourke streets. The alley has been a
street artists’ favourite for years. Recent murals have included commissions by various gaming
developers, an ode to Heath Ledger's Joker performance and a towering Dune mural. Today
you'll spot a Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles mural right outside Fortress Melbourne, Melbourne's
coolest video game entertainment venue.

8. Exploring Hidden Gems in Melbourne's Neighborhoods
Considered by many to be the cultural capital of Australia, Melbourne has a reputation for its
obsession with both sports and coffee. But rarely do you find every aspect of the city's
personality or its many attractions in just one neighborhood. No, you really need to roam around
to take in all the color, hopping from getting coffee in trendy Fitzroy to shopping in glitzy South
Yarra, or trying a global array of dishes in the respective community pockets of the city. Here are
nine Melbourne neighborhoods to get you started.

1. CBD

A walking tour is a great way to explore the CBD.Photo Credit: Gordon Bell / Shutterstock
Home to much more than just business.

Melbourne's Central Business District (CBD) is the city center and a natural starting point for
first-time visitors. Within its grid of streets from the Yarra River up to Victoria Market you’ll find a



mosaic of old and new, from modernist Federation Square to art nouveau Flinders Street
Station.
The CBD is also home to Chinatown, with its wealth of East Asian restaurants, and the city’s
famous lanes, such as Hosier Lane and AC/DC Lane, which are regularly explored on
Melbourne food tours and walking tours.

2. Southbank

Melbourne's Southbank is home to some big attractions.Photo Credit: Sean Heatley /
Shutterstock
The go-to place for city views and fun in the city center.
Cross any of the many bridges over the Yarra River from the CBD and you arrive in Southbank.
Off the neighborhood’s promenade lies towering landmarks such as the Eureka Skydeck
skyscraper, Crown Melbourne entertainment complex, and Arts Centre Melbourne.
Entertainment really is the name of the game here, be it soaking up culture at the National
Gallery of Victoria and digital art gallery THE LUME, shopping up a storm at DFO South Wharf,
or indulging at the various bars and restaurants off the waterfront.



3. Fitzroy

Fitzroy mixes quiet residential streets with a buzzing cultural scene.Photo Credit: Adam Calaitzis
/ Shutterstock
Old bohemian neighborhood with café culture and bars at their trendiest.
If you were to only look at the rows of heritage terrace houses along Fitzroy’s streets, you might
think this inner northeast suburb was a quiet, historic residential area. But to do that, you’d have
to ignore the barrage of street art, boutiques, cafés, restaurants, indie galleries, and cool bars
that give Fitzroy its well-deserved reputation as an eclectic hub for food, drink, and culture
(which you can explore on a private tour). Brunswick Street runs through the heart of the
neighborhood, providing access to local highlights such as the rooftop views from Naked for
Satan and baked goods from Lune, contender for the world’s best croissant.



4. St. Kilda

A beachfront suburb that will leave you grinning.Photo Credit: ProDesign studio / Shutterstock
Favorite of backpackers and beachgoers.
Just 4 miles (6 kilometers) south of the CBD, the beachfront suburb of St. Kilda is where
Melbourne goes to chill. The gentle surf of St. Kilda Beach is perfect for stand-up
paddleboarding or simply cooling off when summer hits.
Behind a palm tree–lined beachfront that caters to cyclists and joggers lies a selection of
laid-back pubs, cafés, and hostels. Standing out among all that is the giant grinning face at the
front of historic amusement center Luna Park, which still finds ways to entertain its visitors.



5. Carlton

See the UNESCO-listed Royal Exhibition Building.Photo Credit: Julia Kuleshova / Shutterstock
City culture in all its forms.
The Italian influence on Melbourne is at its strongest in the inner northern suburb of Carlton.
Here, down-to-earth trattorias and pizzerias line Lygon Street, and cafés can be found around
any corner should you wish to see where the city’s love affair with coffee first bloomed.
Things switch gears, though, at Carlton Gardens, where the grand Royal Exhibition Building
stands proud in front of a large fountain, as the city’s only UNESCO World Heritage Site. Behind
the heritage building stands the more modern Melbourne Museum with its wide-ranging exhibits.

6. Richmond



Sports is the name of the game in Richmond.Photo Credit: B Cas / Shutterstock
Cool and it knows it.
Whether you’re a sports fan headed to a game at the nearby arenas, or just enjoy a beer, live
music, or a steaming bowl of pho, Richmond is an inner suburb that needs to be on visitors’
radars. This sprawling inner east suburb combines Victoria Street’s Little Saigon and its
Vietnamese eateries, a range of live music venues including the iconic Corner Hotel, and easy
access to a pint, be it at one of the many local pubs or the growing range of local craft
breweries.

7. South Yarra

Foodies and shoppers will feel equally at home in South Yarra.Photo Credit: Greg Brave /
Shutterstock
Choose your vice at Chapel Street.
South Yarra is another southern suburb known for food, fun, and retail. Chapel Street is at the
bustling core of this suburb in the city’s southeast, but visiting it means different things to
different people.
For avid shoppers, Chapel Street is where you can lose a day hopping between designer
stores. To foodies, it's home to every cuisine under the sun, especially with Prahran Market and
its diverse delis and eateries. And if nightlife is calling, you’re spoiled for choice, from pubs to
late-night clubs, including local institution Revolver Upstairs, better known as “Revs.”



8. Brighton

Be sure to snap a photo of Brighton's iconic bathing boxes.Photo Credit: Blue Planet Studio /
Shutterstock
Posh beachside community with a colorful local landmark.
Set on the bay, past St. Kilda, lies the upscale beachside suburb of Brighton. A string of
beaches surrounding its yacht club make Brighton Beach a nice place for a stroll. But the sand
and surf here aren’t the only reason tourists come this far – that honor goes to the iconic bathing
boxes of Brighton Beach, 82 colorful and distinctive timber-framed huts, a popular sight on tours
to the Mornington Peninsula and Phillip Island.

9. North Melbourne

Grab a weekend brunch in North Melbourne.Photo Credit: Adam Calaitzis / Shutterstock



A local secret waiting to get out.
Once a working-class suburb focused on livestock and butchery, North Melbourne has grown to
become an exciting alternative to the established inner northern hubs of Fitzroy and Carlton.
Cozy venues such as Auction Rooms and Mörk Chocolate Brew House make for relaxed
weekend brunch spots, offering a taste of the neighborhood’s emerging café culture. Should you
not be in town during the annual Melbourne International Comedy Festival, North Melbourne’s
Comic's Lounge is where to check out the local comedy scene.

10.Tarneit

Nestled in Melbourne's western suburbs, Tarneit is a thriving neighborhood with a unique charm
and a lot to offer visitors. Known for its family-friendly atmosphere and beautiful parks, Tarneit is
a great place to explore if you're looking to experience the quieter side of Melbourne.
One of the best ways to experience Tarneit is by exploring its parks and green spaces. Places
like Tarneit P-9 College Park and Moorookyle Park offer beautiful natural settings perfect for a
leisurely stroll or a family picnic. For those interested in history, a visit to the historic Skeleton
Creek or the nearby Werribee Park Mansion provides a glimpse into the area's past.

To visit Tarneit, you can take a train from Melbourne's Southern Cross Station to Tarneit Station,
which is located in the heart of the neighborhood. Alternatively, you can drive or take a bus from
Melbourne's city center, with plenty of parking available in the area.

If you're considering making Tarneit your home and want to learn more about this vibrant
suburb, you can explore its parks, local eateries, and historic sites. With its family-friendly
atmosphere and diverse dining options, Tarneit offers a welcoming community and plenty of
amenities.Tarneit has something for everyone. Visit Tarneit and discover why it's a great place to
live and explore.
https://www.bondcleaninginmelbourne.com.au/end-of-lease-cleaning-tarneit/

https://www.bondcleaninginmelbourne.com.au/end-of-lease-cleaning-tarneit/


9. Conclusion
In conclusion, Melbourne's art and culture scene is a dynamic and diverse tapestry that reflects
the city's rich history and contemporary creativity. From the bustling streets filled with vibrant
street art to the world-class galleries and museums showcasing both local and international
works, Melbourne offers a wealth of experiences for art enthusiasts and cultural explorers alike.
By immersing yourself in Melbourne's art and culture, you not only gain a deeper appreciation
for the city's history and heritage but also connect with the creative spirit that defines Melbourne
as a cultural capital. So, whether you're strolling through the laneways or attending a cultural
festival, Melbourne's art and culture are sure to leave a lasting impression on you.
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